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You are dreaming of a bespoke infrastructural solution for functional and flexible 
rooms? One that accompanies you right into the future? One that adapts and chan-
ges whenever you are? Once this was our vision, too – now we build it. 

The WOBATECH infrastructure carrier unit forms the very basis of our creative 
work. We have been contributing 25 years of experience into this design and are 
continuously developing the system. A maximum of safety, proper function and 
longevity are our utmost priorities. Once installed, the WOBATECH infrastructure 
carrier system provides you with the freedom to always adapt your rooms and 
buildings to your individual needs – easily, quickly, and flexibly.

Our approach shows our roots in engineering: It is analytical, structural, visionary, 
and influenced by creative vision. We think in processes and lapses of time. We 
also bundle worksteps and systematically review our results.

Whether for functional interior rooms or buildings in the laboratory construction 
field, for medical engineering or the industry: We develop and produce a solution 
perfectly adapted to your needs, your rooms, and your future.      



Our favoured material is aluminium which is not only pleasing by its functionality but also by its aesthetics. And 
the modular WOBATECH system makes use of these unique features: High-precision processing, high stability, 
low weight, and utmost modularity. With this system we are able to create functional workspaces that will provide 
you with individuality and adaptability, not only now but also in future. 

The basic structure of the WOBATECH system is based on the idea of a platform. The central infra-

structure carrier unit facilitates all installations from above: Whether supply or extract air, media 

pipes for water and gases, lighting for rooms and workplaces, as well as the complete electrical 

installations. However, it also holds the complete supply of media, shelving systems, dimming 

and laser protection curtains as well as partitioning elements in a modular and flexible way. This 

provides you with the necessary freedom to redesign your rooms and infrastructure at any time.

 

WE THINK FROM ABOVE
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The triad of timeless design, utmost functionality and ground-breaking technology has always been the very basis  
of the WOBATECH products. Its load-bearing grid is the core of our modular WOBATECH system. It is expandable, 
flexible, and modular, and serves as a carrier for any kind of media and further equipment. 

Infrastructure



Our room solutions provide protection for workplaces or devices. Partitions, cubicles, enclosures with vertical or horizontal  
sashes and curtain systems may be adapted to any requirements and can be removed, converted or subsequently installed  
at any time. Our system also allows for straightforward room-in-room solutions by means of our cubicles. 

Room solutions



We produce carrier units, special and lifting tables, rolling stands and customized designs in many different executions  
and shapes. And we take care of ergonomics, individual dimensions, material requirements and loads. Our mobile supply  
units provide you with the flexibility needed in everyday use. 

Workplace



ALWAYS THE RIGHT  
DECISION
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN + ENGINEERING 
Finding the ideal solution for your requirements starts by analysing present and 

future requirements. You will benefit from our long-term experience in the field 

of conceptual designs regarding customized solutions. Just explain your applica-

tions to us and we will going to develop the most efficient solution for you, for 

your today’s as well as for your needs of tomorrow.

PLANNING + PROJECT ENGINEERING
An interdisciplinary planning and project engineering concept is our key to  

sustainable success. Our software support for 3-D design and BIM ensures the  

perfect coordination of all trades, resulting in very short installation times and a  

transparent cost overview at any time. 

PRODUCTION + PREFABRICATION
To ensure high quality standards we produce our systems at our production  

facilities in Germany and in Switzerland. The consistent modular construction  

allows for a high level of prefabrication, scalability and adaptability. Fast installation 

times on site and a beneficial price-performance ratio are thus guaranteed.

INSTALLATION + SERVICE
Our professionally equipped installation teams will install your WOBATECH  

solutions on the spot, globally. In case of upgrades and subsequent installations 

we will support you with extensive services. Thanks to our modular system 

costs can be reduced to a minimum, which allows you to benefit from long-term  

investment protection.  
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